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This correspondence points out the incorrectness of two theorems and two 
corollaries in (Kandd, 1973). Four counterexamples are presented. The places 
in the proof of the two theorems which are incorrect are identified. 
Theorem 2 in (Kandel, 1973) is incorrect. Theorem 2 is actually the first 
theorem in (Kandel, 1973). We represent this theorem as presented therein. 
THEOREM 2. Let the set {Fi}~=l be a set of fuzzy formulas over xl , xa ,..., xn , 
and let F be a conjunction of formulas from this set. A disjunction Fa , of any formula 
F~ and its complement fin, can be appended to or deleted from the conjunction 
representing F, without affecting the value ofF, iff there exist functions Fi and ff ~ in 
the conjunction representing F.
This theorem is incorrect as shown by the following two counterexamples. 
The first counterexample disproves the "appended to" claim of Theorem 2. 
The second counterexample disproves the "deleted from" claim. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let the set {Fi}/2=1 be {F 1 = x12.21g a -t- x=xl, F~ = x,x= + ~1~2}. 
Let F be F,F  2 which is a conjunction of functions from this set. Then, 
F = FIF 2 = xlx~2~a + xlxlx2x3 + xl~tx2 + XlX2X2. 
F is represented as the sum of four phrases. The first and the fourth phrase 
contain x2~ 2 and the seeond and the third phrase contain xl~ 1 . It is clear that 
xlx 1 ~ 0.5 and x~£~ ~ 0.5. Hence, these four phrases are less than or equal 
to 0.5 and 
F ~ 0.5. 
However, F a = F~ q- F k >/0.5, and therefore, 
FF a = F 
for all Fa's of the above form. Thus, F a can be appended to F without affecting 
the function F. Note that there do not exist functions F i and F~ in the conjunction 
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representing F. This counterexample disproves the "appended to" claim of 
Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let the set {Fi}a=, be {F I , F~, F a = Fe -= F~ +/7~} where F 1 
and Fe are defined as in Example 1 and F k is any fuzzy function. Let F' be 
F1F~F a which is a conjunction of functions from this set. Then, 
F' = F1F2F a = FFa. 
F ~ 0.5 as shown in Example 1 and F a = F k + F~ ~ 0.5, therefore, 
F' = FFa = F 
for all Fa's of the above form. Thus, Fa can be delted from F' without affecting 
the function F'. Note that there do not exist functions F~ and_P~ in the conjunction 
representing F'. This counterexample disproves the "deleted from" claim of 
Theorem 2. 
In the proof of Theorem 2, the claim, "in general, we might have F > Fa 
and then Fa fuzzily implies F, which is incorrect," is incorrect as shown in 
Example 1. In addition, the claim, "F  can have the same value as F~ in case 
that ~ > Fa, and, thus, Fa cannot be deleted from F", is incorrect as shown in 
Example 2. 
We next represent Theorem 3, and Corollaries i and 2 in (Kandel, 1973). 
THEOREM 3. Let the set { J}j=l be a set of fuzzy  formulas over xa , x~ ,..., xn , 
and let F be a disjunction of formulas from this set. 
A conjunction Fe of any formula F r and its complement -Pr, can be appended 
to or deleted from the disjunction representing F, without affecting the value 
ofF, iff thereexist functions Fj and Fs" in the disjunction representing F. 
COROLLARY 1. Let F(x l ,  x 2 ,..., xn) be expressed in disjunctive normal form. 
A disjunction of any variable x~ and its complement xk, 1 ~ k ~ n, can be 
appended to or deleted from F, without affecting the function F, iff there exists a 
variable x s and its complement ~jin F. 
COROLLARY 2. Let F(x 1 , x 2 ,..., x~) be expressed in conjunctive normal form. 
A conjunction of any variable x~ andits complement ~,  1 ~ l ~ n, can be appended 
to or deleted from F, without affecting the function F, iff there exists a variable xj 
and its complement ~ in F. 
Theorem 3 is incorrect and is a dual theorem to Theorem 2. By using the 
principle of duality, the "appended to" claim of Theorem 3 can be disproved 
by Example 3 and the "deleted from" claim can be disproved by Example 4. 
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EXAM_eLf 3. Let the set { ~}~'=x be (F x' ----- (x z -~ Z~ -}- Z~)(x~ + xz), F~' 
(x z -}- x2)(2 z -}- ~)}. Let F" be F z' + F2'. Then, 
F" = F~' +F~'  
------ (x~ + x~ + ~ + ~)(xl + x~ + ~ + z~)(xl + ~1 + x~)(xl + x~ + ~).  
F" is represented as the product of four clauses and these four clauses are 
greater than or equal to 0.5. Hence, 
F" >~ 0.5 and F" + F~ ~ F" 
where F~ = F~F~. Thus, Fo can be appended to the disjunction representing F"
without affecting the value of F". Note that there do not exist functions F~ 
and _P~ in the disjunction representing F". 
EXAMPLE 4. Let  the set {Fj}~ zbe {Fz', Fe', F 3' = F c = F~r}  where F z' and 
F~' are defined as in Example 3 and F, is any fuzzy function. Let F"  be F 1' + 
F~' + Fa'. Then, 
F"--_~vl' +F; +Fo=F' +Fo=F". 
Thus F c can be deleted from F"  without affecting the value of F". Note that 
there do not exist functions F 5 and F 9. in the disjunction representing F ' .  
Corollary 1 in (Kandel, 1973) is incorrect as disproved by Examples 1 and 2. 
Corollary 2 in (Kandel, 1973) is incorrect as disproved by Examples 3 and 4. 
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